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Thus, with Spitteler, Pandora's heavenly gift brings
evil both to the country and  to man.   Just as, in the
classical saga, diseases streamed from Pandora's box, to'
flood and ravage the land, a similar evil Is caused by the
jewel.    To grasp this, we must first probe into the nature
of this  symbol.    The first to find the symbol are the
peasants, as   the shepherds  are   the first to greet   the
Saviour.    They turn it about in their hands, first this
way then that, "until  at length they are quite dumb-
founded by its strange,  immoral  unlawful  appearance".
When they brought it to the king, and' he, to prove It,
showed it to the conscience, demanding its Yea or Nay
about it, stricken with terror it sprang pell-mell from the
wardrobe to the floor, where it ran and hid itself under
the bed with " impossible suspicions".    Like a fleeing
crab   "staring   with venomous   eyes   and   malevolently
brandishing   its   twisted   claws, the   conscience   peered
from under the bed, and it came to pass that whenever
Epimetheus nearer pushed  the image, the further did
the other recoil with gesticulations of disgust.    And thus
all silent it crouched, and never a word, nay not a syllable,
did it utter, however  much the  king  might beg * and
entreat and cajole with every manner of speech."
To the conscience evidently the new symbol was
acutely unsympathetic. The king, therefore, bade the
peasants bear the jewel to the priests.
" But hardly had Hiphil-Hophal (the high-priest) glanced at
the face of the image than he began to shudder and sicken, and,
raising his arms as though to guard his forehead from a blow,
he cried and shouted: * Away with this mockery, for in it is
something opposed to God; moreover carnal is its heart and
insolence flashes from its eyes/ "
Thereupon the peasants brought the jewel to the
academy; but the professors of the university found that
the image lacked "feeling and soul"; moreover, "it

